Convention Press Policy

The Canadian Psychological Association (CPA) welcomes media participation at its National Convention. The following policies are in place for registered members of the press attending the convention.

Convention Admission

Media are asked to register by completing the registration form and returning it to Stephanie Miksik (smiksik@cpa.ca) or presenting it at the registration desk. Please note that all convention participants, including media, must be registered to gain access to convention activities and sessions.

Media must wear the media badge provided at the registration desk at all times.

Photography, Video Taping and Audio Recording

The CPA has the following policies regarding the use of video and audio recording equipment at its convention:

- All photographs, videos and audio recordings require the consent of the presenter, author and/or participants. Reproduction of any copyrighted material without prior consent of the author or presenter is strictly prohibited.
- Interviews may be arranged by contacting Stephanie Miksik. Please email smiksik@cpa.ca or call 613-462-3997.

The CPA reserves the right to grant press privileges to individuals at its discretion and on a case-to-case basis.

Please note that the opinions and/or views expressed at the CPA’s National Convention represent the thoughts of individual presenters and researchers. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the CPA, its board of directors, its corporate affiliates or any of their respective directors, officers, employees, research staff, medical staff, etc.